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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 

1.1. Topic of Interest 

Because we share an interest in environmental engineering, we knew that we wanted to 

focus our design project within that field. We are both student engineering representatives 

in a group that frequently meets with the architects and engineers at Ballinger who 

are redesigning the Biology, Engineering, and Psychology buildings here at Swarthmore 

College. This inspired us to choose a topic that may be applicable to the new Hicks Hall. 

From there we were able to narrow down our topic to the design of a lighting system 

incorporating solar energy in order to save electricity and provide more natural light to a 

room. We finally established that we would work with a solar light pipe to transport 

sunlight into a building. 

While taking a course in solar energy system design, we learned about pyr heliometers 

and the most common solar tracking system, the one that is currently in place in our 

engineering department. The pyrheliometer is mounted on motors that follow the sun 

based on the time it takes for the sun to rotate across the sky. However the motors often 

get off track and require daily manual manipulation to keep the system pointed directly 

at the beam component of the sun. The system also continues to rotate regardless of 

whether or not the sun is out. So both on cloudy days and overnight, the motors are 

always running. 

Our goal was to create a solar tracking system that eliminated the need for manual 

adjustments and did not continuously rotate without regard for weather conditions. We 

decided we would accomplish this by programming a solar tracker to run initially based 

on a more intelligent clock system (that would not continue rotating in times without 

sunlight). Then we could incorporate a self-correcting feature for fine-tuning the direction 
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Introduction 3 

the system was pointing. Finally, we wanted to connect this solar tracking system to a 

solar pipe to test whether that could make it a more efficient light source. 

1.2. Background 

The goal of this project is to design a "smarter" solar tracking system and to determine 

whether it will yield benefits, both environmental and economic. The solar tracker 

currently in place at Swarthmore College has some major issues that we are hoping to 

fix by: 

• Eliminating the need for manual adjustments. 

• Making changes based on the weather conditions (e.g., on a cloudy day). 

• Avoiding complete rotation overnight. 

The main design of the solar tracking system relies heavily on the day-to-day posi

tioning of the sun in the sky. This can be characterized by a set of relatively simple 

equations (see Section 2. 1) that depend on the latitude and longitude of the location of 

interest, date, and time of day. Alone this strictly time-based portion of the tracking 

program will act very similarly to the current system in place, where the motors are 

controlled by a clock drive. 

The amount of sunlight that reaches a surface can be measured in many ways. A 

common measurement of light is irradiance, the power per unit area incident on a surface 

(W 1m2
). Irradiance indicates the amount of solar radiation at a given point. Radiation 

from the sun can take one of three forms when it passes through the Earth's atmosphere 

to reach the surface: 

1. The direct, or beam, component. 

2. The diffuse component. 

3. The ground-reflected component. 

Each of these can be seen depicted below in Figure 1.11 . 

The beam component of solar radiation is received directly from the sun and is not 

scattered by the atmosphere. The diffuse component is radiation that is scattered in 

the atmosphere before reaching the Earth's surface. The diffuse radiation will often be 

Ihttp://www.bembook.ibpsa .us/index.php?tit l e=File:Solar _radiation_components.png 
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Chapter 2. 

Theory 

2.1. Determining the Sun's Position 

The position of the sun in the sky relative to the exact location of an object is calculated 

through a number of established equations. The latitude, rP, plays a part in the position: 

the sun will more often be in the southern part of the sky for a surface in the northern 

hemisphere and in the northern portion for an object in the southern hemisphere. The 

sun's angular position will also depend on the longitude and local time for correction to 

solar time. The month and day of the year are necessary to determine the Julian date. 

The first step in determining the position of the sun is to calculate the solar time. 

Solar time is based on the apparent angular motion of the sun, where solar noon is the 

time that the sun reaches its maximum elevation in the sky. There are two adjustments 

that must be made to local clock time in order to get the solar time that will be used to 

calculate various sun-angle relationships. 

The first correction is for the difference in local longitude (Lloc) and the longitude of 

the meridian on which the local time is based (the standard meridian, Lst). The second 

correction is for the equation of time, E, which describes the discrepancies between the 

apparent solar time and the mean solar time l
. The difference in minutes between the 

solar time and the standard time is 

Solar time - standard time= 4(Lst - Lloc ) + E 

1 All sun position calculations are based on those found in: 
Duffie, John A. and William A. Beckman. Solar Engineering of Thermal Processes. 4th ed. Hoboken: 

John Wiley, 2013. 
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Theory 

The parameter E is found by 

with 

E = 229.2(0.000075 + 0.001868 cos B - 0.032077 sin B 

-0.014615 cos 2B - 0.04089 sin 2B) 

B = (n - 1) 360 
365 

where n is the day of the year, or Julian date. 

6 

The declination angle, 6, is the angular position of the sun at solar noon with respect 

to the equator. This angle varies seasonally and is crucial to calculating the solar position. 

6 = 23.45 sin (360283~t) 

The next important characteristic of the sun's position is the hour angle, w, the angular 

displacement of the sun east or west of the local meridian, with the morning being 

negative and the afternoon positive. The earth rotates 15° every hour, so the hour angle 

can be found by 

W = 15(solar time - 12) 

Next, the angle of incidence, B, can be calculated. For a horizontal surface, this is the 

angle between the solar beam component and the vertical. 

B = cos ¢ cos 6 cos W + sin ¢ sin 6 

The solar elevation angle, as, is the angle between the beam component and the horizon

tal, which is simply calculated by subtracting the angle of incidence from 90°. 

Then the solar azimuth angle, Is, is calculated. The sign function equals + 1 if the 

hour angle is positive and -1 if it is negative. 

'"V = sign(w) I cos -1 ( co~ e~ ~in 1>- ~in 8) I 
IS sln()zcosrj> 

The solar azimuth is the angular displacement from south of the projection of beam 

radiation on the horizontal plane. 

The remaining calculations involve the daily locations of the sun for both sunrise and 

sunset. The sunset hour angle, W ss , gives the angular displacement of the sun east or 
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west of the local meridian at sunset. 

Wss = cos -1( - tan ¢ tan 0) 

The sunrise hour angle, W sr , is just the negative of the sunset hour angle (for hour angles: 

east of the local meridian is negative and west is positive). These values will be used 

to determine where the solar tracker and solar light pipe systems should start and stop 

rotating on any given day. 

Due to the mechanics of our system design, the elevation and azimuth angles must be 

converted into two different angles, the East-West and North-South displacement from 

90°. In order to send the angle position commands from the solar tracking system to 

the mobile light pipe system, the elevation and azimuth angles are first converted to a 

point on the 3D coordinate system. The solar elevation affects this point's position on 

the z-axis. The x- and y-coordinates depend only on the azimuth angle. This point can 

then be broken down into the two angles to send to the light pipe. These conversions 

can be seen calculated in the Arduino™ master program Appendix A .1. 

2.2. Self-Correcting Feature 

The motion of a common solar tracker is controlled by a clock drive that rotates the 

system at 15° per hour, the known angular velocity of the sun across the sky. A clock drive 

consists of a slow-moving motor set inside of a gearbox that rotates at a constant rate. 

The success of this type of system relies heavily on the accuracy of the motors driving it. 

Small errors in the operation of the motors (which will propagate over time) decrease 

efficiency by moving the system out of alignment with the beam component of sunlight. 

The fact that the clock drive will continue rotating the system under inclement weather 

conditions that obscure the solar beam component and overnight leads to unnecessary 

uses of the motors. Another issue with the continuous rotation even when the sun is not 

out is that more motion gives the motors more opportunities to get off track. In order to 

mitigate these effects, a self-correcting feature for the fine-tuning of the motor positions 

was added to the solar tracking system. 

The fine-tuning feature relies on feedback from four photoresistors, which are passive 

electronic components of variable resistance. This resistance changes based on the amount 

of light directed to the semiconductor on the element. The absorbed photons give energy 

to free the electrons, allowing them to conduct electricity themselves. The frequency of 
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the photons affects the number of electrons that are unbound and therefore changing the 

resistance value. 

To determine the intensity of light reaching a surface, a photoresistor can be connected 

in series with another resistor of known resistance and a voltage source. This setup works 

like a basic voltage divider, and the analog output from the photoresistor can be read in 

order to determine the relative intensity of light. Placing two photoresistors in circuits 

with their semiconductor portions each facing in different directions (here called the 

"photoresistor pyramid") allows for self-correction. Whichever photoresistor is receiving 

more light will have a lower resistance and a higher voltage and analog reading. The 

photoresistor pyramid is attached to a motor allowing it to rotate in the direction of the 

photoresist or receiving more light. When the feedback from each of the photocells is 

balanced, the system is pointed towards the brightest point in the sky. 

2.3. Arduino to Arduino Communication 

Our design calls for one Arduino™ board to control each of three distinct sets of motors. 

One of these boards also needs to take four photoresistors' analog readings and the date 

and time from a real time clock as input. One Arduino micro controller board cannot 

power all six of the motors (four DC motors and two servo motors). For the tracker 

self-correction and light pipe adjustment functions to happen at the same time, three 

separate Arduinos were used to run each pair of motors individually. One Arduino 

Uno™ board was used for the servo motors of the tracking system, and one Arduino Uno 

equipped with an Arduino Motor Shield™ was used to control each the North-South 

and the East-West DC motors of the light pipe. The Motor Shield is a driver available 

through Arduino that allows you to control the speed and direction of two DC motors. 

The clock and photoresistor inputs are used to calculate the position of the sun 

and the correction angles necessary for the solar tracker. The brightest point angles 

from the tracker portion are then passed on to the Arduino boards controlling the DC 

motors for light pipe movement to adjust the dome position. The Arduinos must be able 

to communicate for the clock and photoresist or feedback to influence these DC motor 

commands. 

Communication between the Arduinos is accomplished using the UART (Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter) pins on the boards. Consisting of an RX and TX 

pin for receiving and transmitting, respectively, the U ART pins are able to send 7 to 

8 bits of data between microcontrollers. In a setup with two Arduinos, each RX pin 
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is simply connected to the other board's TX pin. When more than two Arduinos are 

involved this setup must be modified slightly. The modification involves making one 

Arduino the" master" board while the other two are" slaves." The master transmits the 

same information to both of the slaves, and the slaves receive the data and can send 

feedback back to the master. In our light pipe setup, data only needs to be sent in one 

direction, from the master to the slaves. The hardware connections are pictured below in 

Figure 2.12 . 

fritzing 

Figure 2.1.: Hardware wiring for multi-Arduino™ communication. 

The UART pins on the microcontroller work without a clock synchronizing the 

transmission. Instead there is a start and end bit sent to the receiving Arduino board to 

control the timing in place of a clock. Once received, the start and end bits drop out 

and the receiving Arduino is left with the intended data. The U ART pins on an Arduino 

board are the digital 0 and 1 pins, the pins for USB serial communication. Therefore 

debugging cannot be done while communication is happening between Arduinos. This 

problem can be avoided by using a SoftwareSerial Library and transforming two more 

digital pins into receiving and transmitting pins. 

After the hardware is set up, a library entitled EasyTransfer is defined. This library 

sets up a single data structure to be shared between the Arduinos and allows each board 

to refer to common variables. On the master board, variables are defined, values are 

assigned, and a command to send information initiates the data transfer to the slaves. 

On the slave boards, a command to receive this data allows the microprocessors to begin 

reading the information from the master. This process is repeated as long as the loops in 

the Arduino code continue to run. The delay on the receiving end is shorter than on the 

transfer end to search for signals more often than they are sent and avoid missing a sent 

message. 

2Diagram created using Fritzing software. 
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Using this data transfer setup, the master can read the information from the clock 

and photoresistors and transmit information about the tracker angles to the slaves. The 

slaves then compare these angles to the dome angles that they have previously stored 

and move the dome if the angles are significantly different. Two-way communication is 

not necessary in this setup because no output needs to be transmitted from the slaves to 

the master Arduino. 



Chapter 3. 

Design 

3.1. Solar light Pipe 

There are many different means to incorporate natural sunlight into a building to increase 

energy efficiency, and we decided to explore natural lighting sources for our project. 

There are a number of design decisions that go into the construction of a building that 

uses natural rather than electrical lighting. We chose to design for a solar light pipe 

system (Figure 3.11
) over other natural light sources, such as fiber optic cables, because 

of the solar pipe's similarity to conventional lighting, its ease of installation, and its 

growing popularity. 

The light pipe is designed to collect sunlight from the roof of a building and transport 

Figure 3.1.: A solar pipe extending from above the roof to the interior. 

it down into a room to either replace or enhance conventional lighting. The design of the 

solar pipe itself is fairly simple. A solar pipe has a dome that is mounted on the roof 

Ihttp://www.advancedbuildings.org/light-tubes.html 
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of a home or building to collect sunlight. The light then travels down into a tube lined 

with a highly reflective material. This reflectivity means that very little intensity is lost 

as the light travels through the tube. It also allows the tubing to be extended across 

stories, split into multiple destinations, and moved in different directions without losing 

its usefulness as a light source. The end of the tube that reaches the room is covered with 

a recessed light fixture to emulate a conventional lighting system, as well as to diffuse 

some of the brightness of the system. 

Solar light pipes can lead to large energy savings, but they do have their downsides. 

In humid climates, condensation may form on the dome, decreasing the system's utility. 

If installed in an area that is not often sunny, its usefulness will also be limited. Even in 

sunny climates, they are useless at night and under weather conditions where the sun 

is not shining. Therefore they tend to be supplemental light sources, meant to save on 

electric lighting but not necessarily to replace it entirely. 

Our project is about designing and exploring the utility of a mobile solar pipe dome. 

We decided that we would need two axes of rotation, a North-South and an East-West 

axis, to achieve a useful range of motion. The sun position equations (see Section 2.1) were 

used in a MATLAB program to plot the sun's position in the sky from two perspectives 

(Figure 3.2). By both empirical observation and sun position calculations, it was clear that 

the East-West direction would require far more range than the North-South direction. 

In order to achieve the desired two axes of rotation, a mounting system with DC 

Solar E~vation Solar EI<?vation 

A B 

Figure 3.2.: Points represent the sun's position at every hour between 6:00 AM and 6:00 PM 

on the 15th day of every month in Swarthmore, PA. The x-axis represents the 
horizon, so positive y-values are above ground. (A) shows the necessary range 
from East to West, as if one was standing on the origin looking South into the 
page, and (B) shows the North-South range, as if looking East into the page. 
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motors was designed. A rack and pinion mechanism with gears driven by 24-Volt DC 

motors controls one direction of motion and 12-Volt DC motors attached directly to the 

dome control the other (Figure 3.3). The rack and pinion provides less mobility and 

therefore is used for rotation in the North-South direction, where there is less variation 

over the course of a year. The DC motors attached to the dome provide a much larger 

range of motion and are oriented so that they control the East-West direction. 

Figure 3.3.: Motors mounted between solar pipe dome and base for two-axis rotation. 

3.2. Photoresistor Cells 

A photoresistor, or photocell, consists of a semiconductor that is contained in a ceramic 

case with a plastic covering (Figure 3.42). The photoresistors we used were CdS cells or 

cadmium selenium cells, with a spectral peak value of 540, so they are able to detect 

visible light. The particular resistor that is placed in series with a photocell will affect 

the sensitivity of the photoresistor cell in different lighting scenarios. A higher resistance 

in series makes a photoresist or more sensitive to changes in light intensity. These cells 

are used in many common items such as night lights and outdoor street lamps. 

2http://mirrors.arcadecontrols.com/ladyyada.net/learn/sensors/cds.html 
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Multiple phowrESiswr-resiswr pairs can be attached in puallel with a voltage source 

-,.. 

Figure 3.4.: The components of a phO\Olesis\or. 

and wired w an Arduino"rM boud w receive an analog output reprESenting the intensity 

of light reaching each individuru phowcell (3S determined by the phowcell's variable 

resistance, explained in Section 2.2). Setting up this circuit so that each photorESistor is 

at a different angle and mounting this onto a servo motor allows us to determine when 

the system is pointed directly wwuds the sun. 

Feedback from the phowrESiswr directs the motors until the photons are even across 

the photorESiswrs. When the rESista.nce vruue of both photocells is equru (within some 

reasonable threshold), the system is known to be pointed at the solu beam component 

and this angle cm be swred for fine- tuning. Two pyramids (each containing two 

phowrESiswrs) make up the solu tracking component of this project, one for the East

WESt direction and one for the North-South. 

An important dESign decision was the value of the known rESiswr W put in seriES with 

the phowcells we had available. We employed students from an introducwry engineering 

course to perform some tests with our phowrESiswrs. They took a photorESistor cell and 

four rESiswrs ofvuying resistance outside w test the anal~ output from the photoc ell 

when connected in series with each rESistor. The rESults under a rmge of weather 

conditions cm be seen below in Figure 3.5 . From the data these students collected, 

we decided that we would use 100 n rESiswrs in our photocell circuits. This W3S the 

lowESt-value resiswr that gave us easily quantifiable va.riability in analog readings under 

the differing weather conditions. 
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Figure 3.5.: Varying the resistance in series with the photocell affects its analog output. 

3.3. Direct Current and Servo Motors 

DC motors were chosen over servo motors to control the solar light pipe motion because 

they can rotate continuously. The rotation of a DC motor continues as long as a current 

is being supplied, so the degree of rotation corresponds to the amount of time before the 

current is cut off. Although we initially thought that servo motors with multiple rotations 

would be sufficient, we struggled to find reasonably-priced, powerful, multiply-rotating 

servos. In total four DC motors are used in the solar pipe system in order to achieve the 

two axes of rotation. The pair of motors directly attached to the dome move together 

while the motors connected to the rack and pinion rotate in opposition to each other. 

We chose to use servo motors for the photoresistor pyramids. The pyramids do not 

need the unlimited range of motion provided by DC motors. The major advantage of 

servo motors is that instead of just sending a current and cutting it off when the desired 

rotation has been reached, the servos can be sent a position to move to. They then stop 

on their own when they reach that exact spot, which will be the same every time. This 

greatly reduces the risk of over- or undershooting the ideal rotation angle with small 

variations in motor speed and time. 
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3.4. Solar Tracking Program 

The Arduino'IM software was used for the programming involved in this design project, 

Arduinoo are microprocEESor boards that a llow code w be loaded onw them from a 

computer then disconnected without swpping the program. Our system requirre three 

Arduino Uno TM boards, one master and two slavre, T his is part ially because one Arduino 

cannot power all six of t he mot ors needed, and part ia lly because we wanted t o ga in 

experience with Arduino master-slave communication, 

E very five minutre, the theoretical pooition of the sun is calculat ed and the servo

driven phowrreiswr pyramids are a imed wwards t hat point, T he pyramid anglre are 

then fin&-tun ed based on feedback from t he phow rreiswrs , Once the feedback is balanced, 

the servo anglre are stored, Every thirty minutre, the solar tracker anglre are compared 

w the light pipe anglre and the dome position adjmted if there is a significant difference, 

T his is all shown in t he schematic in F igure 3,6, 

Our solar tracking pr~ram can be further broken down into the software loaded 

S·Minute loop 3D· Minute lOO!l 

Solar tr.iIcl«< ~dju sted 

based on time 
Dock provides 
d~le and time: Tracker pv""mid 

- Curren! sun Each pholoresislor ill8les compared AI sunset: 
position rKeNes liehl lnll!flsily 10 dome angles 80Ih loops stOj:l, 

•• TIlT\<! of .... - wail un!!1 sunrise 
sunrise and 
W"~ Tracl«< ntcM!S 

lowards briChll!:!it lighl pipe: 

poinl Mow 10 new 
posiIIon (if 

New posirlons a"" signiflcanl 

ston!d whl!fl feedba<k dirr-nu) 

b.lIlinced 

Figure 3.6.: Schematic showing basic program used for solar hacking and light pipe dome 
movement , The tan boxffi show what the solar hacker/master board does, The 
pink box mows what the light pipe/slave boards do, 

onw the master board and onw the two slavre (the hardware and software behind 

communication between three Arduino™ boards is explained in Section 2,3), 
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3.4.1. Master Board 

The master board is connected to a DS1307 real time clock chip that provides date and 

time information to the system. From this information the theoretical position of the 

sun is calculated based on the empirical equations from Section 2.1. The solar tracker's 

photoresistor pyramids are first sent to this position. 

Next the solar tracker goes through the fine-tuning process. The Arduino Uno™ 

reads the analog feedback from the photoresistors, and the servo motor for each axis 

rotates towards whichever photoresistor is receiving more light (has a higher analog 

output). When the analog photoresistor values are all balanced, the servo motors stop 

rotating and their angles are stored. 

These servo angles are the variables shared by the data structure connecting the 

master board to the slaves. Every five minutes, the servo motors are readjusted to the 

theoretical clock position and again self-correct until the feedback is balanced. Every 

thirty minutes, this shared information is sent to the slave boards. (Note that the master 

board does not control the DC motors and therefore does not need a Motor Shield™) 

This functionality only occurs between the hours of sunrise and sunset on any given 

day (as calculated from the sun position equations). At sunset, the tracker and light 

pipe motion both stop outright. The system then waits until sunrise the next day to 

begin the tracking process again. 

3.4.2. Slave Boards 

The Arduino Uno™ slave boards with Arduino Motor Shield™ drivers are responsible 

for the movement of the light pipe dome in accordance with the information received 

from the master. The slave boards wait until the master sends information about the 

brightest point in the sky through the UART TX pin. Once they receive the shared 

variable values, the difference between the current position of the light pipe and the new 

position is calculated. 

If the set tolerance for this difference is exceeded (5° for the North-South direction 

and 10° for East-West), the dome position needs to be altered. The change in angle 

is then broken down into a number of steps. These step sizes vary in the North-South 

and East-West motors, 5° and 10° respectively. These values were determined from the 

mechanical limitations of our physical design and the DC motor timing (described in 

more detail in Section 3.5 ). The slave boards then send power to the DC motors for a 

variable run time that depends on the previous dome position. The new position is then 
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saved as the current position to be compared to future incoming information from the 

master Arduino™ 

3.5. Motor Calibration 

The current angular position of the sun based on the date and time begins as an elevation 

angle and an azimuth angle. This is converted to a point in the 3D coordinate system, 

then into two angles, one each for the North-South and the East-West motors. Servos 

can be positioned from 0° to 180° by sending the desired angle through the ArduinoTM, 

so setting a servo motor only requires the direct entry of an angle to the motor. 

However once these angles are sent into the slave boards they must be calibrated for 

the DC motor movement. The difference between the tracker angles and the current 

dome position is found to determine the net movement needed. Testing was done in 

order to establish the run time that needs to be sent to each of the DC motors in order 

to get differing degrees of rotation. 

The motors in the East-West direction are directly attached to the dome of the light 

pipe, which creates inconsistencies as the dome moves further from the neutral, flat 

position (here referred to as 90°). The farther the dome is from the neutral position, the 

greater the dome will shift, given that the motors are sent the same run time. The DC 

motor commands must differ depending on whether the motors are moving the dome up 

or down, with a greater run time when the motor is moving up than on its way down. 

Figure 3.7 shows the results of the calibration of the East-West motors. When the 

dome is on its way up, a longer run time is required as the dome gets further from the 

neutral position. On the way down, the run time decreases as the dome gets further 

from neutral, as the dome begins falling due to its weight. 

The North-South DC motors were calibrated in a similar way for 5° increments. On 

this axis, the DC motors driving the rack and pinion motion are working in opposite 

directions for rotation. The motor moving its rack down receives a shorter run time 

than the one moving up (again because of the weight of the dome) for the same distance 

to be traveled by the racks on either side. The equations derived from both of these 

calibrations are used whenever a motor command is sent from the slave Arduinos to the 

DC Motors on the light pipe. 
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Variation in Motor Run Time 
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Figure 3.7.: This graph shows how varying the run time affects the movement of the DC 
motors, tested at 10° increments. There is a direct, nearly linear relationship 
between position away from neutral and DC motor run time when the dome is 
on the way up. There is an indirect, polynomial relationship between run time 
and position from neutral on the way down. 



Chapter 4. 

Conclusions 

4.1. Summary 

Throughout the brainstorming process, we knew that we wanted to incorporate a system 

that would make a new engineering building more sustainable. Thoughts included a green 

roof system as well as a possible grey water system for a building. We also considered 

testing the possibilities of using storm water and runoff for visual and aesthetic compo

nents of the new building. After deciding to base our design on solar energy systems, we 

narrowed our focus down to the solar tracking system because of issues we had with the 

existing clock-driven pyr heliometer on the roof of Hicks Hall. 

For our solar tracker to have a real impact on a new building, it needed to be hooked 

up to a system whose performance could be improved with solar tracking. We decided to 

incorporate the system into a solar light pipe, moving the dome based on the position of 

the solar tracker. We were excited to explore an alternative light source that was new to 

us both. 

The design of our solar tracking system consists of two components: the first portion is 

a clock-driven solar tracker for large-scale rotation, and the second fine-tuning mechanism 

makes up for motor error and overcast weather conditions. We also eliminated the need 

for the system to continue rotating overnight, instead stopping the tracker and light 

pipe's motion at sunset and having the system wait there until sunrise the next day. 

The dome of the solar tracker was equipped with two sets of motors, one for North

South rotation and one for East-West. Through UART Arduino to Arduino™ communi

cation and the Easy Transfer library's data structures, the angles from the solar tracker 

were sent to the light pipe for dome adjustment. In this way, the solar tracker drives the 

motion of the light pipe, which we hope will improve the overall performance of the light 
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pipe, bringing in more sunlight near the times of sunrise and sunset, as well as on cloudy 

days. 

4.2. Economic Analysis 

We performed a cost analysis on the system in order to determine its economic feasibility 

(Figure 4.1). The 15% electric inflation rate chosen initially seemed high, but the inflation 

rate has been even higher at times in the past five years (in 2010, it was around 20%). 

Therefore we have decided that this is a good twenty-year inflation estimate. Our analysis 

assumes that one solar pipe is able to replace ten light fixtures. This is reasonable with 

the maximum power of 300 Watts given on the spec sheet, and we expect to get even 

more than 300 Watts from our system with a solar-tracking dome. 

We found that it would take ten years to payoff the initial costs associated with this 

Year 
I I 51 Present Worth of 50lar 

Electricity 5avlngs 50lar Savlnss 5avlngs 

Marltet Discount Rate 5% 0 . $ (247.00) $ (247.()0) 
Maximum Wattage 300 1 $ 12.30 $ (B4.70) $ (223.52) 

Cost per kWh $ 0.41 2 $ 14.15 $ (220.56) $ (200.05) 
kW per Light Fixture 0.3 3 $ 16.27 $ (204.29) $ (176.47) 

Hours per day 10 4 $ 18.71 $ (185.58) $ (152.68) 
Ughtlng Fixtures 10 5 $ 2l.5 1 $ (164.07) $ (128.55) 

Electricity Inflation 15% 6 $ 24.74 $ (139.33) $ (103.97) 
Total Cost $ 247.00 7 $ 28.45 $ (110.88) $ (78.SO) 
Solar Pipe $ 195.00 8 $ 32.72 $ (78.16) $ (52.90) 

Chips $ 16.00 9 $ 37.63 $ (40.53) $ {26.13} 
Ardulnos $ 75.00 10 $ 43.27 $ 2.74 $ 1.68 

Motors $ 36.00 11 $ 49.76 $ 52.50 $ 30.69 
12 $ 57.22 $ 109.72 $ 61.10 
13 $ 65.81 $ 175.53 $ 93.09 
14 $ 75.68 $ 251. 21 $ 126.88 
15 $ 87.03 $ 338.24 $ 162.70 
16 $ 100.09 $ 438.32 $ 200.80 
17 $ 115.10 $ 553.42 $ 241.46 
18 $ 132.36 $ 685.79 $ 284.96 
19 $ 152.22 $ 838.01 $ 33l.63 
20 $ 175.05 $ 1,013.06 $ 38 l.8 1 

Total $ 526.71 

Figure 4.1.: Economic analysis performed for the solar light pipe. The maximwn wattage is 
from the solar light pipe's spec sheet The inflation rate of electricity is a national 
average determined by forecast-chart.com The cost per kWh of a lighting fixture 
was based on Duke Energy price estimates. 

system. Over a lifetime of twenty years (solar light pipes are generally expected to have 

lifetimes at least that long), the net solar savings will be over $500. This system also 
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has much less of an environmental impact than electric light fixtures. Therefore our sun

following solar light pipe will have many benefits, both monetarily and environmentally. 

4.3. Improvements and Future Work 

As this project only lasted the course of a semester, there are many ways that the current 
system could be improved. The threshold for the differences in feedback from individual 
photo resistors might need to be altered with more outdoor testing, especially in more 
inclement weather conditions. Most of our (limited) testing was done on sunny and partly 
cloudy days, but we would like to see how the analog readings on the photo resistors 
change on overcast, rainy, and snowy days. 

The DC motors definitely could use more work in their calibration. The system 
that we came up with works for the light pipe, but altering only the DC motor run 
time does lead to inaccuracies in the motor positions. This is an inconsistent process 
whose error is acceptable for the dome shape since it will pick up light whether or not 
it is pointed exactly at the brightest point in the sky. But for a system requiring more 
precision (a pyrheliometer, for example, that must always be pointed straight at the 
beam component of the sun), alterations would be needed. The best way to improve the 
DC motor movement would be to add encoders and stop their motion when the desired 
position is reached rather than after a set period of time. 

Before the solar tracker and light pipe could be placed on a roof for long periods 
of time, they both must be sealed and waterproof. The motors and circuitry must be 
protected from rain and snow. We have considered rubber necking to seal the space 
between the dome and the roof mount of the light pipe, but we are not sure whether 
attaching this will alter the motors' motion. 

There are a few things that we could do to improve the code. Every five minutes, 
the tracker's servo motors start at the clock position and self-correct until their balance 
point is reached. Then every thirty minutes, the light pipe is sent these servo motor 
positions. However our program does not do anything with the servo position values 
found before the final one that is sent to the light pipe. These intermediate values could 
be averaged then sent, or outliers removed if they exists, but it would require more 
testing to determine the best system. Furthermore, the timing of each of the loops 
was somewhat arbitrarily determined, and performance may improve if they are altered. 

We did not have the chance to get any performance data from the working system. In 
the future, we would like to see the amount of light collected by our solar tracking light 
pipe system compared with that of a traditional, stationary system. This is a crucial 
test in determining the long-term feasibility of our solar tracking system. 



Appendix A. 

Arduino Code 

A.l. Solar Tracker [Master] Code 

/ / Master sketch receIves info from the clock and photoresistors and sends 

// servo positions to slave sketches that move solar pipe dome 

#incl ude <DS1307RTC. h> 

#incl ude <Ard uino . h> 

#incl ude <Time.h> 

#incl ude <EasyTransfer. h> 

#incl ude <Servo. h> 

#incl ude <Wire. h> 

#incl ude <math.h> 

#define pi 3.14159265358979323846 

#define rad (pi/180) 

EasyTransfer ET; / / Create object 

Servo servoNS; Servo servoEW; 

int photoPinNS 1 O· , int photoReadingNS 1 ; 

int photoPinNS2 1· , int photoReadingNS2 ; 

int photoPinEW1 2· , int photoReadingEW1 ; 

int photoPinEW2 3· , int photoReadingEW2 ; 

int clockThetaNS; int clockThetaEW; 

int photoThetaNS; int photoThetaEW; 

int lightPipeThetaNS; int lightPipeThetaEW; 

int Year; int Month; int Day; 

float Hours; int Minutes; int Seconds; 

float Longitude ~ 75.4; float Latitude 

float daynum; float ZenithAngle; 

float Azimuth; float abs_Azimuth; 

39.9; float tzonelong~ 75; 

float Declination; float ElevationAngle; float HourAngle; 

float standardtime; float solartime; 
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float x; float y; float z; float d; 

float sunrise; float sunset; 

int tolerance = 50; int stepSize = 5; 

int deltaNS; int deltaEW; 

struct DATASTRUCTIJRE { 

} ; 

II Variable definitions for the data to be sent to slaves 

int trackerThetaNS; 

int trackerThetaEW; 

DATASTRUcrURE myData; I I Name for the group of data 

void setup 0 { 

} 

Serial. begin (9600); 

/ / Start library: pass In data details and name of serial port 

ET.begin(details(myData), &Serial); 

pinMode (13, OUTPur); 

while (!Serial); 

servoNS.attach(7); II Set digital pillS that motors are attached to 

servoEW. at tach (6) ; 

void loop 0 { 
tmElements_t tm; 

I I Read date and time info from real time clock 

if (RTC. read (tm)) { 

} 

Hours = tm. Hour; 

Minutes = tm. Minute; 

Seconds = tm. Second; 

y ear ~ tm Y earToCalendar (tm. Year) ; 

Month ~ tm. Month; 

Day ~ tm.Day; 

else if (RTC. chip Present 0) { 
Serial.println("The DS1307 IS stopped. Please run the Set Time "); 

Serial.println("example to initialize the time and begin running."); 

Serial. print In 0; 
} 
els e { 

} 

Serial. print In ("DS1307 read error! 

Serial. print In 0; 

J ulianDate 0; 

Please check the circuitry."); 

sunPos (); I I Sun position calculations 

wakeup (); I I Find sunrise and sunset hour angles 
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/ / If it IS between the hours of sunrIse and sunset 

if (HourAngle> sunrise) { 

if (HourAngle < sunset) { 

/ / Every five minutes, set the tracker servos to face clock

/ / based position and allow for photoresist or self-correction 

if (( Minutes%5) ~ 0) { 

xyz (); / / Convert elevation and azimuth into XYZ coordinates 

thetas (); / / Convert coordinates into angles for tracker servos 

servoNS.write(clockThetaNS); II Move tracker servos to position 

servoEW. wri te (clockThetaEW); I I based on datel time 

photoThetaNS ~ clockThetaNS; I I Start angles for PR adjustments 

photoThetaEW ~ clockThetaEW; I I at time-based p osi t ions 

/ / Allow three steps of self -correction so system doesn't 

/ / stray too far from time-based positions 

for (int i~l; i<~3; i++) { 

/ / Get analog readings from photoresist or pyramid 

photoReadingNSl analogRead (photoPinNSl); 

photoReadingNS2 

photoReadingEWl 

photoReadingEW2 

analogRead (photoPinNS2); 

analo gRead (photoPinEWl ) ; 

analo gRead (photoPinEW2) ; 

I I Set the position of the North-South facing servo based on 

/ / differences in NS photoresist or values 

del taNS ~ photoReadingNSl - photoReadingNS2; 

/ / If photoresist or 1 is receiving more light 

if (deltaNS >~ tolerance) { 

if (photoThetaNS-stepSize >~ 0) {photoThetaNS 

} 
/ / If photoresist or 2 is receIvIng more light 

else if (-deltaNS >~ tolerance) { 

step Size ;} 
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if (photoThetaNS+stepSize <~ 180) {photoThetaNS +~ step Size ;} 

} 

} 
I I Set the position of the East-West facing servo based on 

/ / differences in E\V photoresist or values 

deltaEW ~ photoReadingEWl - photoReadingEW2; 

/ / If photoresist or 1 is receiving more light 

if (deltaEW >~ tolerance) { 

if (photoThetaEW-stepSize >~ 0) {photoThetaEW 

} 
/ / If photoresist or 2 is receIvIng more light 

else if (-deltaEW >~ tolerance) { 

step Size ;} 

if (photoThetaEW+stepSize <~ 180) {photoThetaEW +~ step Size ;} 

} 
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} 

II 

} 
} 

} 

/ / Move tracker servos to position based on photoresist or readings 

servoNS. wri te (photoThetaNS); 

servoEW. wri te (photoThetaEW); 

/ / Every 30 minutes, set variables and send positions to slave sketches 

if (Minutes%30 ~~O) { 

} 

myData. trackerThetaNS 

myData. trackerThetaEW 

ET. sendData (); 

Calc ula tes Julian date, 

photoThetaNS; 

photoThetaEW; 

gIven month and day of the year 

void JulianDate () { 
int n_temp; 

if (Month ~ 1) { ll_temp = o· , } 
els e if (Month ~~2) { ll_temp = 31 ; } 
els e if (Month 3) { n_temp 59; } 
els e if (Month 4) { n_temp 90; } 
els e if (Month 5) { n_temp 120; } 
els e if (Month 6) { n_temp 151 ; } 
els e if (Month 7) { n_temp 181 ; } 
els e if (Month 8) { n_temp 212; } 
els e if (Month 9) { ll_temp 243; } 
els e if (Month 10) { n_temp 273; } 
els e if (Month 11) { n_temp 304; } 
els e { n_temp = 334; } 
daynum = n_temp + Day; 

} 

/ / Calculates the azimuth and elevation angles of the sun 

void sunPos 0 { 
I I Auxiliary variables 

int b; int SAzimuth; int Incidence; 

float num; float denom; 

float Cos_Latitude; float Sin_Latitude; 

fl oa t Cos_Hour Angle ; 

float Cos_Dec; float Sin_Dec; 

float Cos_Zenith; float Sin_Zenith; 

I I Calculate declination angle from day number 

Declination ~ 23.45* sin((284+daynum)*360/365*rad); 
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/ / Calculate time of the day in UT decimal hours and solar time 

standardtime ~ Hours + (Minutes / 60.0); 

b ~ (daynum-1) * (360/365); 

solartime ~ standardtime + (4/60)*(tzonelong - Longitude) ... 

+ 229.2/60* (.000075+.001868* cos (bnad) -.032077* sin (bnad) ... 

- .014615*cos(2*b*rad)-.04089*sin(2*b*rad)); 

HourAngle ~ 15 * (solartime -12); 

Cos_Hour Angle ~ cos (HourAngle* rad); 

Cos_Latitude ~ cos (Latitudenad); 

Sin_Latitude ~ sin (Latitudenad); 

Cos_Dec = cos(Declinationtrad); 

Sin_Dec = sin(Declinationtrad); 

/ / Calculate zenith angle in degrees 

ZenithAngle ~ acos (Cos_Latitude*Cos_HourAngle*Cos_Dec ... 

+ Sin_Dec*Sin_Latitude)/rad; 

Cos_Zenith ~ cos (ZenithAnglenad); 

Sin_Zenith ~ sin (ZenithAnglenad); 

nwn = Cos_Zenith * Sin_Latitude - Sin_Dec; 

denom = Sin_Zenith * Cos_Latitude; 

/ / Calculate azimuth angle in degrees 

Azimuth ~ abs(acos(num/denom)/rad); 

if (HourAngle < 0) { Azimuth ~ -Azimuth; } 
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/ / On a horizontal surface, the incidence angle equals the zenith angle 

Incidence = ZenithAngle; 

ElevationAngle = 90 - Incidence; 

} 

/ / Converts elevation and aximuth angles to XYZ coordinates 

void xyz () { 

z ~ sin (ElevationAnglenad); 

d ~ abs (cos (ElevationAngle* rad)); 

abs_Azimuth ~ abs (Azimuth); 

if (abs_Azimuth >~ 90) { 

} 

x ~ -d * sin (( abs_Azimuth* rad) - 90* rad); 

y ~ d * cos (( abs_Azimuthnad) - 90nad); 

if (Azimuth >~O) { 

y = -y; 

} 

els e { 

x d * cos (abs_Azimuth* rad); 

y d * sin (abs_Azimuthnad); 

if (Azimuth >~O) { 
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y -y; 

} 
} 

} 

/ / Converts XYZ coordinates into angles to send to servos 

void thetasO { 
clockThetaNS atan (z/x) I rad; 

clockThetaEW atan (z/Y) I rad; 

if (x < 0) { clockThet aNS 180 + clockThetaNS; } 
if (y < 0) { clockThetaEW 180 + clockThetaEW; } 

} 

/ / Calculates sunrIse and sunset angles 

void wakeup 0 { 

} 

float sunrIse; 

float sunset; 

sunset ~ acos (-tan (Lati tude Had) * tan (Declina tion Had)) I rad ; 

sunrise = -sunset; 

void moveMotor( int motor, char dir, int motorSpeed) { 

I I motor: 1 for A and 2 for B 

I I dir: HIGH for forward, LDW for backwards 

II motorSpeed: 1-255, where 255 is full speed 

/ / Pins for direction, brakes, and speed set based on motor to move 

int dirPin; 

int brakePin; 

int pwmPin; 

if (motor ~ 1) { 

dirPin = 12; 

brakePin = 9; 

pwmPin = 3; 

} 
if (motor ~ 2) { 

dirPin = 13; 

brakePin = 8; 

pwmPin = 11; 

} 
digitalWrite(dirPin, dir); II Move motor in gIven direction 

digitaIWrite(brakePin, LDW); II Disengage brake 

analogWrite (pwmPin, motorSpeed); I I Spin motor at given speed 
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} 

void brakeMotor (in t motor) { 

} 

/ / motor: 1 to brake motor A only 

/ / 2 to brake motor B only 

/ / 3 to brake both motors 

if (motor ~ 1) { digitalWrite (9, HIGH); } 

else if (motor ~ 2) { digitalWrite (8, HIGH); } 

else if (motor ~ 3) { 

} 

digitaIWrite(9, HIGH); 

digitaIWrite(8, HIGH); 

A.2. North-South Motor [Slave] Code 

/ / NS slave sketch takes input from the master and directs the 

/ / motion of the NS servo motors 

# incl ude <EasyTransfer. h> 

EasyTransfer ET; / / Create object 

int lightPipeThetaNS ~ 90; / / Light pIpe neutral position 

int dThetaNS; in t abs_dThetaNS; 

int steps; int step Size = 5; 

int runTimeUpl = 105; 

in t runTimeDownl = 5; 

int runTimeUp2 = 100; 

in t runTimeDown2 = 45; 

int motorS peed = 255; 

/ / Run times depend on whether rack is movIng 

II up or down, and values differ for each motor 

struct RECENKDATABTRUCTURE { 

} ; 

II Variable definitions for the data to be received from master 

int trackerThetaNS; 

int trackerThetaEW; 

RECENKDATABTRUCTURE myData; / / Name for the group of data 

void setup () { 

Serial. begin (9600); 

/ / Start library: pass In data details and name of serial port 

ET.begin(details(myData), &Serial); 

/ / Set up channel A 

pinMode (12, OUTPUT); 

pinMode (9, OUTPUT); 

/ / Set up channel B 

/ / Direction A pm 

/ / Brake A pin 
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} 

pinMode (13, OUTPUT); 

pinMode (8, OUTPUT); 

/ / Direction B pm 

/ / Brake B pin 

void loop 0 { 
/ / Check and see if data has come in from the master 

if (Er. receiveData 0) { 
dThetaNS ~ myData. trackerThetaNS - lightPipeThetaNS; 

abs_d ThetaNS ~ abs (dThetaNS); 

/ / For movement, difference between tracker and light pIpe positions 

/ / must be greater than 5 deg and moving dome to track position must 

/ / not put it out of 75-105 deg range 

if (abs_dThetaNS >~ 5) { 

if (dThetaNS> 0 && (lightPipeThetaNS + abs_dThetaNS) <~ 105) { 

thetaToRackAndPinionDCs () ; 

} 
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else if (dThetaNS < 0 && (lightPipeThetaNS - abs_dThetaNS) >~ 75) { 

thetaToRackAndPinionDCs () ; 

} 
} 

} 
} 

/ / Convert NS theta value from solar tracker into run time 

/ / needed to move dome to desired position 

void thetaToRackAndPinionDCs 0 { 
/ / Calculate number of 5 degree steps that dome should move 

int steps ~ abs_dThetaNS/ step Size ; 

for (int i~O; i<steps; i++) { 

/ / If dome is moving Northwards, motor 1 IS gOIng down and 2 IS up 

if (dThetaNS > 0) { 

} 

moveMotor (1, HIGH, motorS peed ); 

delay (runTimeDown1); 

moveMotor (2, HIGH, motorS peed ) ; 

delay (runTimeUp2); 

brakeMotor (3) ; 

lightPipeThetaNS +~ stepSize; 

delay (1000); 

/ / I f dome is moving Southwards, motor lIS gOIng up and 2 1 S down 

else if (dThetaNS < 0) { 

moveMotor (1, WW, motorSpeed); 

delay (runTimeUp1); 

moveMotor (2, WW, motorSpeed); 
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} 
} 

} 

delay (runTimeDown2); 

brakeMotor (3) ; 

lightPipeThetaNS -~ stepSize; 

delay (1000); 

void moveMotor( int motor, char dir, int motorSpeed) { 

I I motor: 1 for A and 2 for B 

} 

I I dir: HIGH for forward, LDW for backwards 

II motorSpeed: 1-255, where 255 is full speed 

/ / Pins for direction, brakes, and speed set based on motor to move 

int dirPin; 

int brakePin; 

int pwmPin; 

if (motor ~ 1) { 

dirPin = 12; 

brakePin = 9; 

pwmPin = 3; 

} 
if (motor ~ 2) { 

dirPin = 13; 

brakePin = 8; 

pwmPin = 11; 

} 
digitalWrite(dirPin, dir); II Move motor in gIven direction 

digitaIWrite(brakePin, LDW); II Disengage brake 

analogWrite (pwmPin, motorSpeed); I I Spin motor at given speed 

void brakeMotor (in t motor) { 

} 

I I motor: 1 to brake motor A only 

II 
II 

2 to brake motor B only 

3 to brake both motors 

if (motor ~ 1) { 
else if (motor ~ 

else if (motor ~ 

digital Write (9, 

digital Write (8, 

} 

digitaIWrite(9, HIGH); } 

2) { digitaIWrite(8, HIGH); } 

3) { 
HIGH) ; 

HIGH) ; 
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A.3. East-West Motor [Slave] Code 

I I EW slave sketch takes input from the master and directs the 

/ / motion of the E\V servo motors 

#incl ude <EasyTransfer. h> 

EasyTransfer ET; I I Create object 

int lightPipeThetaEW ~ 90; I I Light pIpe neutral position 

in t dThetaEW; in t abs_dThetaEW; 

int steps; int step Size = 10; 

int motorS peed = 255; float runTime; 

struct RECEIVRDATABTRUCTURE { 

} ; 

II Variable definitions for the data to be received from master 

int trackerThetaNS; 

int trackerThetaEW; 

RECENKDATABTRUCTURE myData; I I Name for the group of data 

void setup 0 { 

} 

Serial. begin (9600); 

/ / Start library: pass In data details and name of serial port 

ET.begin(details(myData), &Serial); 

II Set up channel A 

pinMode (12, OUTPUT); II Direction A pm 

pinMode (9, OUTPUT); II Brake A pin 

II Set up channel B 

pinMode (13, OUTPUT); II Direction B pm 

pinMode (8, OUTPUT); II Brake B pin 

void loop 0 { 
/ / Check and see if data has come in from the master 

if (ET. receiveData 0) { 
dThetaEW ~ myData. trackerThetaEW - lightPipeThetaEW; 

abs_dThetaEW ~ abs (dThetaEW); 

/ / For movement, difference between tracker and light pIpe positions 

/ / must be greater than 5 deg and moving dome to track position must 

I I not put it out of 20-150 deg range 

if (abs_dThetaEW >~ 5) { 

if (dThetaEW> 0 && (lightPipeThetaEW + abs_dThetaEW) <~ 150) { 

thetaToDomeDCs 0 ; 
} 
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else if (dThetaEW < 0 && (lightPipeThetaEW - abs_dThetaEW) >~ 20) { 

thetaToDomeDCs 0 ; 
} 
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} 
} 

} 

/ / Convert E\V theta value from solar tracker into run time 

/ / needed to move dome to desired position 

void thetaToDomeDCs 0 { 
/ / Calculate number of 10 degree steps that dome should move 

steps ~ abs_dThetaEW / stepSize; 

if (abs_dThetaEW%stepSize > 5) { steps +~ 1; } 

if (abs_dThetaEW < 10) { steps ~ 1; } 

for (int i~O; i<steps; i++) { 

/ / If dome is moving Westwards 

if (dThetaEW > 0) { 

} 

moveMotor (1, HIGH, motorS peed ); 

moveMotor (2, WW, motorSpeed); 

/ / If dome moving with gravity, decreased run time function 

if (lightPipeThetaEW >~ 90) { 

if (lightPipeThetaEW !~ 90) { 

runTime ~ 1200/(abs(90-lightPipeThetaEW)); 

} 
else { runTime ~ 70; } 

} 
/ / If dome moving up, increased run time function 

else { runTime ~ sqrt ((abs(90-lightPipeThetaEW)))t30; } 

delay (runTime); 

brakeMotor (3) ; 

lightPipeThetaEW +~ stepSize; 

delay (1000); 

/ / If dome is moving Eastwards 

else if (dThetaEW< 0) { 

moveMotor (1, WW, motorSpeed); 

moveMotor (2, HIGH, motorS peed ) ; 

/ / If dome moving with gravity, decreased run time function 

if (lightPipeThetaEW <~ 90) { 

if (lightPipeThetaEW !~ 90) { 

runTime ~ 1200/(abs(90-lightPipeThetaEW)); 

} 
else { runTime ~ 70; } 

} 
else { runTime ~ sqrt ((abs(90-lightPipeThetaEW)))t30; } 

delay (runTime); 
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} 
} 

} 

brakeMotor (3) ; 

lightPipeThetaEW 

delay (1000); 

stepSize; 

void moveMotor( int motor, char dir, int motorSpeed) { 

II motor: 1 for A and 2 for B 

} 

I I dir: HIGH for forward, LDW for backwards 

II motorSpeed: 1-255, where 255 is full speed 

/ / Pins for direction, brakes, and speed set based on motor to move 

int dirPin; 

int brakePin; 

int pwmPin; 

if (motor ~ 1) { 

dirPin = 12; 

brakePin = 9; 

pwmPin = 3; 

} 
if (motor ~ 2) { 

dirPin = 13; 

brakePin = 8; 

pwmPin = 11; 

} 
digitalWrite(dirPin, dir); II Move motor in gIven direction 

digitaIWrite(brakePin, LDW); II Disengage brake 

analogWrite (pwmPin, motorSpeed); I I Spin motor at given speed 

void brakeMotor (in t motor) { 

} 

I I motor: 1 to brake motor A only 

I I 2 to brake motor B only 

I I 3 to brake both motors 

if (motor ~ 1) { digitalWrite (9, HIGH); } 

else if (motor ~ 2) { digitalWrite (8, HIGH); } 

else if (motor ~ 3) { 

} 

digitaIWrite(9, HIGH); 

digitaIWrite(8, HIGH); 
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